Controversies Surrounding Quality Measurement in Colon and Rectal Surgery
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Abstract

Quality improvement in health care has become a major topic of discussion among health care providers, patients, insurance companies, and the government. National Surgical Quality Improvement Project (NSQIP), along with a multitude of other programs, exists in an attempt to create objective data that can be used to compare hospitals and providers against a national average. Studies have shown that despite good patient care and proper surgical technique, patients who undergo procedures such as colectomy have a higher incidence of surgical site infection (SSI) and other morbidities. Therefore, hospitals with a large volume of colon and rectal surgery cases are routinely identified as “high outliers” in these quality improvement programs. Programs, such as NSQIP, may not be the best way to measure quality in specific subspecialties such as colon and rectal surgery.

CME Objectives: On completion of this article, the reader should be able to (1) identify the surgical subspecialty with the highest postoperative morbidity and (2) understand what the term “high outlier” means.

Numerous national entities and programs have emerged in recent years focusing upon quality measurement in health care. In general, these programs seek to improve health care quality through standardized, reproducible measurement of numerous variables involved in health care, with an eye toward controlling and reducing the costs of this care. The purpose of this article is to describe the major quality improvement initiatives currently being used in hospitals nationwide, their strengths and weaknesses, and the relevance and impact of these programs to the practicing colon and rectal surgeon. Additionally, resistance to implementation by hospitals and surgeons, as well as other controversies surrounding quality measurement in colon and rectal surgery, will be reviewed.

Background

The impetus to measure the quality of health care provided by a hospital can be traced to 1986 when Congress passed a law requiring all Veterans Affairs (VA) hospitals to report their risk-adjusted surgical outcomes and compare them to the national averages. This was done in response to reports of high morbidity and mortality associated with surgical care in the VA system. As no database existed at the national level or within the VA system that would allow for analysis of these averages, a measuring stick needed to be created. Thus, surgeons within the VA system created the National VA Surgical Risk Study (NVASRS). Specialized clinical nurse reviewers collected data points from the preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative course. From these data, risk-adjusted morbidity and mortality could be calculated and the VA hospitals then ranked accordingly. As more VA hospitals began to contribute to NVASRS, the National Surgical Quality Improvement Project (NSQIP) was developed, which included 123 VA hospitals from which 88 surgical clinical nurse reviewers collected over 90 data points. Armed with this new information, the VA hospitals saw a dramatic decrease in their morbidity and mortality related to surgery—up to 47% in some cases. This significant improvement led to interest in NSQIP from many hospitals in the private sector. In 2001, the American College of Surgeons (ACS) started a pilot program known as ACS-NSQIP. Since 2004, ACS-NSQIP enrolled...
hospitals from both the private and public sectors. Currently, there are approximately 500 hospitals enrolled nationwide. Today ACS-NSQIP is considered the standard for the measurement of quality in surgical care. Its outcomes are based on more than 130 variables, and they have been validated at a national level. While this is considered one of the strengths of this program, some argue that it is tedious to collect the data and can be even more tedious to analyze it. Since it was introduced on a national level, there have been multiple attempts to replicate the results with fewer variables, while taking into account some of the higher risk associated with certain types of surgeries. In recent years, ACS-NSQIP has been joined by multiple other programs and entities emphasizing quality and quality measurement in health care (Fig. 1).

Overview of Quality Improvement Programs and Databases

Quality improvement in surgical care has become an increasingly important topic among health care professionals and consumers of health care, as well as those paying for health care, to include insurance providers, Medicare, hospital administrators, and politicians. Below are some examples of the additional quality measurement programs that are available to surgeons today.

The Surgical Care Improvement Project (SCIP) is a joint effort between a multitude of professional organizations that was founded on July 1, 2006, with the goal of reducing surgical complications. Performance measures specific to SCIP include (1) dosing of antibiotics with 1 hour of incision, (2) appropriate antibiotic use, and (3) discontinuation of antibiotics within 24 hours of surgery. Hospital data are collected and published in the Joint Commission Annual Report.

The National Association for Healthcare Quality (NAHQ) was founded in 1976. It is led by a board of eight health care professionals and has more than 40 state affiliates. The goal of the NAHQ is to promote patient safety through education, leadership development, and development of safe products for health care professionals. As their major contribution to quality improvement, NAHQ offers a certification test called the Certified Professional in Healthcare Quality to all levels of health care providers. It is meant to signify achievement in health care quality management. Their focus is on education and training.

Members from the American Medical Association and various other health care organizations formed the National Patient Safety Foundation (NPSF) in 1997. The goal of the foundation is to decrease medical errors and thus improve patient safety. The NPSF strives to attain this goal through various educational opportunities, sponsoring Patient Safety Week each year, publication of resources for medical professionals, and research grants. They also focus on education and training.

The National Quality Forum (NQF) was created in 1999 under the guidance of the President’s Advisory Commission...
on Consumer Protection and Quality in the Health Care Industry. The NQF works with both public and private sectors on a national, state, regional, and local level to enhance health care and patient safety. In 2002, they published a list of Serious Reportable Events (aka “Never Events”), which are now tracked and documented in an effort to reduce serious medical error. The NQF has also recently published the National Standards for Hospital Care for Outcomes and Efficiency, which examined hospital readmission rates, surgical outcomes, improvement in quality of life, transition of care, and palliative care.  

Consumers Advancing Patient Safety (CAPS) was formed in the early 2000s as a nonprofit organization made up of patients, patient families, and health care providers. The goal of CAPS is to prevent bad outcomes through reporting of near misses/bad outcomes, education of patients and health care providers, and implementation of policy. 

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) is one of twelve agencies within the Department of Health and Human Services and is one of the three organizational focuses of the department along with the National Institutes of Health and the Center for Disease Control. Initiatives of AHRQ include medical liability reform, Team STEPPS, and publication of the National Healthcare Quality Report and clinical guidelines for safe practice.

The University HealthSystem Consortium (UHC) was formed in 1984. It is an alliance of 118 academic medical centers and their affiliated hospitals. The UHC offers performance improvement through databases used to collect information on patients, procedure, operational management, and financial management. 

This list is by no means complete, and it is beyond the scope of this article to review each and every different quality measurement program. What should be noted is that each program is attempting to find a novel, less time-consuming, and more cost-effective way to measure quality improvement as compared with NSQIP. Similar to procedures relating to pilonidal cystectomies, the multitude of novel ways to quantify quality improvement means that a consensus has yet to be reached. Creating an effective way to measure quality improvement that adequately reflects the risks factors of both patients and procedures has proven difficult. A 65-year-old diabetic male with hypertension and chronic kidney disease undergoing a laparoscopic cholecystectomy for symptomatic gallstones has a much different risk profile than the patient undergoing a low anterior resection for rectal cancer. The patient risk factors have not changed, but the risk profiles between the two procedures are very different.

**Controversies Specific to Colon and Rectal Surgery**

Programs such as NSQIP may misrepresent certain subspecialties, such as colon and rectal surgery. Data collected by these programs are showing a trend of higher morbidity in some surgical subspecialties. This may be due to the nature of the patient’s disease and the procedure they undergo. Studies have shown postoperative infection rates to be between 9.4 and 18%. Another common problem is a higher rate of postoperative urinary tract infections (UTIs) in patients who have undergone pelvic dissections or other large, combined resections, as they have prolonged Foley catheter drainage. Unfortunately, these higher rates of surgical site infections (SSIs) and UTIs are inherent risks that are largely nonmodifiable. Closer analysis of the NSQIP data collected for patients undergoing general surgery cases has revealed some interesting trends. When the current procedural terminology (CPT) codes for general surgery procedures were grouped into 36 clinically recognizable procedures and ranked according to their proportion of adverse events, 10 procedures accounted for 62% of the adverse events (see Table 1). Colectomy was number one on the list with a 24.3% complication rate and proctectomy, with or without colectomy, was number eight with a 2.9% complication rate. Together, they make up over a quarter of the total complications.

With the advent and implementation of the Affordable Health Care Act, there has been an increasing push toward a pay-for-performance program for reimbursement of health care costs. The aim of this system is to improve the quality of health care throughout the nation by rewarding physicians and hospitals for meeting quality/performance standards and penalizing those that do not. The quality measures are divided into four broad categories: process, outcome, patient experience, and structure. Examples are provided in Table 2.

Under the Affordable Health Care Act, hospitals will be rewarded for their performance on these quality measures and how well they improve over time. Currently, there are more than 40 pay-for-performance programs in the private sector, and the new laws regarding health care are instituting similar efforts for publically funded hospitals and Medicare reimbursement.

With the implementation of pay for performance, the insurance companies or the government, in the case of Medicare and Medicaid, will need to have some way to measure quality to determine reimbursement. Colon and rectal surgery practices and hospitals with a high volume of colon and rectal surgery, such as university centers or tertiary referral centers, are at increased risk of being labeled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Top 10 procedures with adverse events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small intestine resection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholecystectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventral hernia repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreatectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appendectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bariatric procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proctectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysis of adhesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver resection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“high outliers” by ACS-NSQIP, which could lead to decreased compensation. In 2012, Wick et al demonstrated a 14.3% SSI rate for colon and rectal surgery cases performed at the Cleveland Clinic, compared with 9.4% for other general surgery cases performed at the same location. They also found that many of the risk factors were nonmodifiable, such as body mass index and age. It has been suggested that the current quality improvement programs do not accurately reflect risks associated with colon and rectal surgery. The current programs tend to focus on risk factors associated with the patient’s comorbidities. There has been less focus on variables within the surgical procedure itself. A novel approach to calculating risk-adjusted quality assessments using relative value units (RVUs) and clinically meaningful CPTs was found to have better outcomes compared with the models ACS-NSQIP uses to predict morbidity and mortalities—specifically in colon and rectal surgery.

It is evident that there is not an adequate program or system in place to measure quality in colon and rectal surgery. As the current law goes into effect, this will have to be taken into account when deciding on reimbursement for these types of procedures and their subsequent complications. As will be shown, even in the measurement of other surgical outcomes, the current programs and systems in place may not be providing valid data.

Outcomes of Quality Improvement Programs

All of these different quality improvement programs are attempting to reach the same goal: lower the rate of morbidity and mortality in surgical patients. A quick literature search of NSQIP will return many papers that illustrate the effectiveness of the program in both private and public hospitals. An early critique of the program was that the patient population in the VA system (largely older males with multiple comorbidities) was not concordant with the population of a hospital in the private sector. With the help of the ACS, the transition of the program from the VA system to the private sector has yielded reliable results. There have been large reductions in morbidity and mortality, especially in SSI and renal complications. These large reductions are impressive considering the diversity of patients between the VA and the private sector and speak highly of its effectiveness.

The SCIP program has had mixed results. Despite high compliance rates with SCIP-1 and SCIP-2 in one study, one study was unable to demonstrate a significant benefit related to SSI. In 2009, Stulberg et al from Case Western Reserve University in Ohio were able to show an overall, but not significant, decrease in their postoperative infection rates over a 2-year period. In 2013, Tillman et al from the Texas A&M University System compared outcomes 1 year prior and 1 year postimplementation of SCIP in their surgical population. SSI rates across the surgical subspecialty board did not significantly drop except for the colorectal subgroup.

The validity of these national databases has been studied, as well. For a majority of programs, either a third party or a hired nurse collects the data with a wide variety in CPT codes for procedures and admissions. Discrepancies have been found between internal reviews and what is being reported in these large databases. In 2013, Hechenbleikner et al from Johns Hopkins compared readmission rates of colorectal surgery patients using three different databases: NSQIP, UHC, and chart review. The chart review was used as the control to compare NSQIP to UHC. Interestingly, NSQIP identified less readmissions than UHC due to either a broader definition of readmission or the reviewers had missed them. However, the NSQIP database was able to identify readmissions at other hospitals that UHC could not “see” because UHC is used for internal purposes. In 2011, Lawson et al from University of California, Los Angeles, compared mortality rates as reported by NSQIP to the self-reported ACS Case Log System. They found significant differences in risk factors and outcomes data between the two systems, which were likely due to the method of data collection—third party versus self-reporting. In 2008, Steinberg et al from the Ohio State University compared 121 consecutive patient records in NSQIP that were matched to their UHC submissions. Overall, NSQIP underreported patient comorbidities and overreported complications related to surgery. Finally, in 2013, Reinke et al from the University of Pennsylvania compared anastomotic leak rates in NSQIP and UHC. NSQIP does not have a code for anastomotic leak, so the study used organ space surgical site infection. Using this method, they found that NSQIP had a higher specificity but lower sensitivity than UHC. It also pointed out an important observation—the complexity of medicine does not lend itself to a simple data collection system that will be able to generate valid, useful data.

Are these measures working? The literature would argue yes. Hospitals that join NSQIP and other quality improvement programs are now forced to look at their complications and make adjustments to improve patient care. But are they valid? Can the results be trusted? It would seem that there are still large discrepancies between internal data collection and the national data collection. This is likely due to how the data are assimilated—one by the physicians and/or hospital staff and another by a hired nurse or a third party. One could also argue that it is due to the variation in CPT codes. While CPT codes are meant to be objective data points, they are largely subjective and based on the person who is reviewing the chart and entering the codes. This adds another wrinkle to an already complex problem, but it is one that will need to be
dealt with, as quality improvement programs become more and more integrated into health care systems.

Resistance to Quality Improvement Programs

Enrollment into these programs is not yet a mandatory requirement for hospitals, but there are some barriers that need to be overcome, notably cost, staffing, and buy-in from the surgeons. The average cost of NSQIP implementation is around $35,000. To a university hospital or a large private-practice hospital in an urban setting, this may not be a tremendous sum of money. However, to a smaller, rural hospital with limited resources, this can be a significant hurdle.

Buy-in from practitioners is a significant barrier. In 2005, Audet et al. looked at barriers to implementation of quality improvement programs by surveying practicing physicians in America concerning access to patient data, access to quality of care data, and involvement in quality improvement. They found that physicians in larger practices (i.e., more than 50 providers), salaried physicians, and those involved in patient care for more than 20 hours a week tended to have better access and be involved in quality improvement programs (either internally or externally). This would argue that private practice physicians tend to be more resistant to quality improvement programs. However, an article from the New York Times in 2008 showed that the national trend is for physicians to join larger practices for a salaried position. As this trend continues, it may be that more physicians have access to quality care data and improvement measures, and participation will increase. Yet, taking the next step and allowing full transparency of both hospital and individual surgeon outcomes to the public is a completely different issue.

Conclusion

The multitude of quality improvement programs and scoring systems is likely a reflection of the complexity, not only of the patients themselves but also of the surgical procedure and the health care system. Medicine, particularly surgery, is an art, and its complexities may occasionally lead to apparently random outcomes. While each program has its own individual strengths, there is yet to be an all-encompassing program that can balance the different, and often unpredictable, factors that go into the care of a surgical patient, and more specifically, the care of a colorectal surgical patient. Programs will likely continue to be proposed until there is one that not only the medical industry can agree on but individual sub-specialties find fair and balanced.
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